The Intramural Basketballers finished their league battles in the last week before final exams, and the boxscores are now preparing for the playoffs. League One was captured by Phi Sigma Epilae, a team usually known for an outstanding showing of basketball, and led by the top teams of last year, Moodytorah finishing second, League Two Grand House A, another of the top teams of last year, and one that is a strong favorite this year, in first place with Baker House A maintaining second. League Three was won by Theta Chi. A surpriseingly good Wentworth team took the second place position. East Campus captured top place in League Four with Beta Theta Pi, possibly a double-champion for the championship, playing in the race. Always a power in the long game, Delta Omega, gained first in League Five with Phi Gamma Delta, another possible surprise team taking second. Sigma Chi, also one of the favorites for the championship, was in top position in League Six with Phi Delta Theta in second place. League Seven proved a battle that found Lambda Chi Alpha in the winter's spot with the student house right behind them.

Monday night action in the fourteen-team playoff will find six teams piloted against Westgate; East Campus, Kappa Delta Chi, Lambda Chi Alpha meeting Baker House A; and Delta Upsilon battling Student House. The fall season has Graduate House against Beta Theta Pi and Sigma Chi playing Phi Delta Thile.

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 1

Tie your answers to the first 24 puzzles on the correct list of answers published at the end of the past semester, you can add your score to the total of eight tie-breaking puzzles, in order to compense for the blunders in the tie.

Remember—a perfect be a tour for the two around the world, and there are 81 other options.

The first two of the eight tie-breakers are published here, according to rule 2(b) of the official Tournament of Champions scores. There is a 10-week non-competitive period, in which the reserved prizes will be awarded.

Each of the tie-breaking puzzles will contain scrambled letters forming the names of either one, or three American colleges or universities.

Do not mail these tie-breakers now! Have them until you have completed all tie-breaking puzzles. Details on when and where to mail the tie-breakers will be published with the eighth puzzle.

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 1

1) WINSTON PERMUTATIONS for $1,000

2) Delta Mitigus Life Insurance

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

1) I know you were insured life insur-
2) Imagine if I did that today.
3) I did and the people there showed me the right policy for my needs, an inexpensive one that I can afford. This dollar-a-year-per-
4) Why don't you look into Savings Bank Life Insurance?

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 2

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 2

1) CLUE: A leading experimental college for men and women, this New England school features mathematics as part of the regular curriculum and preparing impressive arts programs. There is a 10-week non-competitive period in which the reserved prizes will be awarded. Each of the tie-breaking puzzles will contain scrambled letters forming the names of either one, or three American colleges or universities.

Do not mail these tie-breakers now! Have them until you have completed all tie-breaking puzzles. Details on when and where to mail the tie-breakers will be published with the eighth puzzle.